[Simplification of on-line connection of analyzers and standardization problems].
On-line connection of automated analyzers to laboratory information system (LIS) reduces mistakes in inputing data for each samples. It also makes reporting faster in clinical laboratory. Moreover, connection of these instruments with sample transporting system enables analyses without touching samples directly. It, however, costs extremely high to construct such a system. It is because every automated analyzer uses different connecting protocol, so that we have to make a different program for each machine. For solving this problem, we have to make a standard for connecting protocol. It is very difficult to make a standard protocol fitting on all of the analyzers, considering its cost and other things. Furthermore, it must take a few decades to spreading the standard through the end users. ICCLS and NCCLS has been taking a central role for this problem since 1996, with a five-year plan to make an international standard. Until the standard will be laid, each clinical laboratories have to pay high costs to construct their systems, connecting different manufacturers' analyzers each other. Thus, we have developed a novel system which enables us to construct a laboratory automation system in a shorter time. For realizing this new system, we have reduced the number of connecting protocols for analyzers. Moreover, we have corrected the flow of laboratory works in order. Each programs are put together into a system as parts, or modules. This software system is now in operation in the clinical laboratory of Kochi Medical School. In this report, we describe the construction of this novel software system, and the effect obtained by using this system. Furthermore, we would show problems and things to be improved for making international standards for communication protocols between host and analyzing instruments.